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We examine the behavior of F-rationality under flat homomorphisms with
geometrically F-rational fibres. The goal is to prove that if R S is a homomor-
phism with geometrically F-rational fibres and R is an F-rational ring, then S is an
F-rational ring. We prove a stronger version of this under a mild condition and
introduce a new perspective for dealing with flat base change problems in tight
closure theory.  2000 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
In tight closure theory, the concept of F-rationality plays an important
 .role and numerous authors 1114, 18, 19, 27, 28, 30 have studied various
aspects of it. Since F-rational rings are a particular case of Cohen
Macaulay normal rings, they inherit nice properties and their class con-
tained a large number of interesting examples.
The reason that F-rationality is so special among all the concepts
originating in tight closure theory is its geometric side, which makes it
easier to handle, and therefore to understand, than other similar proper-
ties, such as F-regularity or F-purity. While work in this direction has been
Ž  .done since the early days of tight closure theory see 1113 the following
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result, the SmithHara theorem, took a great deal of effort to be estab-
lished:
Ž .THEOREM 0.1 SmithHara . Let R be a finitely generated algebra oer a
field of characteristic zero. Then R is of F-rational type if and only if R has
rational singularities.
One of the nice properties of F-rational rings is that they deform; we
should point out that F-regularity and F-purity do not have this property
 26 . This result, together with Elkik’s theorem, enables us to believe that
F-rationality should behave nicely with respect to flat homomorphisms
Ž .with geometrically F-rational fibres.

Ž .THEOREM 0.2 Elkik . Let RS be a flat homomorphism between two
finitely generated algebras oer a field of characteristic zero. If R and the fibres
of  hae rational singularities, then so does S.
While a natural question, this problem turned out to be quite difficult,
 as can be seen in 18, 29 . The work of Hochster and Huneke shows that
the behavior of tight closure notions via flat homomorphisms is very
interesting and involves many technical issues.
Before outlining some of the main concepts we will use in this paper, let
us state the central problem2 that we approach:

Problem 0.3. Let RS be a flat homomorphism between two Noethe-
rian rings of characteristic p and suppose that R and the fibres of  are
Ž .geometrically F-rational. Does this imply that S is F-rational?
Trying to answer this question, Velez obtained the following result.

  ŽTHEOREM 0.4 29 . Let RS be a regular that is, flat with geometrically
.regular fibres homomorphism of locally excellent rings of characteristic p. If R
is F-rational, then S is also F-rational.
To get his results, Velez introduces the notion of a strongly F-rational
ring and uses ideas that have their roots in the paper of Hochster and
 Huneke 18 . The starting point is the following important theorem:

  Ž . Ž .THEOREM 0.5 18 . Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of rings of characteristic p such that the closed fibre SmS is regular
and LK is separable. Suppose R is excellent. If I is tightly closed in R and
z , . . . , z are generators of the maximal ideal of the fibre SmS, then1 r
Ž .IS z , . . . , z S is tightly closed in S.1 r
2 While writing this paper, it has been brought to my attention that very recently,
M. Hashimoto obtained, by different methods, results to this problem that overlap some of
 ours 15 .
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In order to prove Theorem 0.4, Velez develops a nice and useful theory
Ž  .of parameter test elements see also Smith 27 and makes use of
NeronPopescu desingularization.´
Our paper will give an affirmative answer to Problem 0.3 for homomor-
phisms with geometrically F-rational fibres, under a mild condition. In
Section 2, we will carry out the details of our proof. We introduce the
RaduAndre homomorphisms, a concept that was first studied in the´
papers of N. Radu, M. Andre, and T. Dumitrescu, to tight closure theory.´
This tool plays a crucial role in our study, and the proof of our main result
relies on it. The idea is that the RaduAndre homomorphisms enable us´
to study certain properties of the initial homomorphism that are hard to
describe directly. Given  : R S there is a family of homomorphisms
e Ž e. Ž e. Žw : R  S S see Section 2 for notations; when R is reduced,SR R
Ž e. 1 p e.R  R . Both these homomorphisms and their domains, the
RaduAndre rings, have a rich structure that helps one to deal with´
certain technical issues that otherwise seem intractable. In many instances,
assuming a certain property for the RaduAndre homomorphisms, w e´ SR
Ž .or possibly even just for one of them implies a rather strong condition
either on  or S. In the final section, we assume that  has F-rational
fibres which are not necessarily geometrically F-rational. While some of
the results proved in Section 2 still apply, we obtain others by using socle
considerations, hoping to shed some light on the complexity of these
issues. Throughout our study, we focus on the class of excellent rings.
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
In the last ten years, many articles devoted to tight closure have
appeared and, in this study, we will assume that its basic concepts are
familiar to the reader. Since tight closure notions are nicely presented in
 4, 17, 18, 21 we will refer the reader to these sources if more than our
brief outline is needed.
All rings will be assumed commutative, unital, and of characteristic p.
Ž .By a quasi-local ring R, m, K we mean a ring with only one maximal
ideal m, such that Rm K , and by R0 we denote the complement of the
union of all the minimal primes of R. A local ring is a Noetherian
quasi-local ring. A sequence of elements x , . . . , x 	 R is said to be part1 k
of a sequence of parameters if their images form a part of a system of
parameters in every local ring R , where P is a prime ideal containingP
Ž .I x , . . . , x R. In this case, I will be called a parameter ideal. A system1 k
of parameters will be abbreviated s.o.p. We recall that a Noetherian ring
Ž .of characteristic p is called weakly F-regular respectively F-rational if
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Ž .every ideal respectively parameter ideal is tightly closed. If all the ideals
Ž .respectively parameter ideals of a Noetherian ring are Frobenius closed,
Ž .that ring will be called F-pure respectively F-injectie . The tight closure
of an ideal I is denoted by I , and its Frobenius closure by I F. A
Ž .K-algebra R is called geometrically F-rational respectively F-injective if
 Ž .K  R is F-rational respectively F-injective for every finite purelyK
inseparable extension K  of K.
Ž The main properties of F-rational rings are the following see 18, 19,
  .29 ; for a treatment of F-injective rings, see 11, 13 :
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 1.1 Properties of F-Rational Rings . 1 F-rational rings
are normal.
Ž .2 An F-rational ring which is homomorphic image of a Cohen
Macaulay ring is CohenMacaulay.
Ž .3 A local ring which is homomorphic image of a CohenMacaulay
ring is F-rational if and only if it is equidimensional and the ideal generated by
one system of parameters is tightly closed. A local, CohenMacaulay ring is
F-injectie if and only if the ideal generated by one system of parameters is
Frobenius closed.
Ž .4 A homomorphic image of a CohenMacaulay ring is F-rational if
and only if its localization at eery maximal idea is F-rational.
Ž .5 A locally excellent F-rational ring is CohenMacaulay.
Ž .6 If R is an excellent local ring and I is a parameter ideal of R, then
 
1 Ž 
1 .I U R IU R for any multiplicatie system U of R.
The notion of strong F-rationality was introduced by Velez and it turned
out to be a useful tool in proving his results.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let R be a reduced, Noetherian ring. Also, let d	 R0
and q pe, e a positive integer, be given. By  R R1 q we will denoted, q
the R-linear map sending 1 d1 q. We will say that this map is quasi-split
if it stays injective after tensoring with  RI, for any parameter ideal IR
of R. We will say that R is strongly F-rational if for each given d	 R0
there exists q such that  is quasi-split for all q q .0 d, q 0
The importance of this definition lies on the following theorem:
Ž  .THEOREM 1.3 Velez 29 . Let R be a reduced ring of prime characteristic
p, finitely generated as an algebra oer an excellent local ring. Then R is
F-rational if and only if R is strongly F-rational.
Ž .We end our outline by recalling that a parameter test element for a
0 Ž .Noetherian ring R is an element c	 R such that if I is a parameter
ideal I in R, then x	 I if and only if cx q	 I q  for all q 0. The
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element c	 R0 is called a completely stable test element if its image is a
test element for the completion of every local ring of R.
Finally, let us fix the notations that will be used in the rest of this paper.

Let RS be a flat homomorphism between two Noetherian rings of
characteristic p and suppose that R and the fibres of  are F-rational
Žrings. We recall that a ring is F-rational if all the parameter ideals are
.tightly closed. In general, we will also suppose that the considered rings
Žare excellent a mild condition necessary for technical purposes, such as
.the existence of test elements in the local case , and this implies that R
and the fibres are CohenMacaulay rings. As we mentioned above we are
concerned with the F-rationality of S and we shall often reduce to the
local case. In this situation, the F-rationality property is equivalent to
saying that the ideal generated by one system of parameters is tightly
Ž . Ž .closed. Whenever we are in the local case, R, m, K and S, n, L are our
local rings, therefore the closed fibre of  is SmS. by n, d, and m we
denote the Krull dimension of R, SmS, respectively S, and x , . . . , x and1 n
y , . . . , y are generally systems of parameters for R, respectively SmS.1 d
Since  is a flat morphism, x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y form an s.o.p. for S and1 n 1 d
 n dm 4, 22 .
2. THE RADUANDRE HOMOMORPHISM
In this section we will discuss a concept, new to tight closure theory,
which will be shown to be very useful for our purposes. This notion has its
     origin in the papers of Radu 24, 25 , Andre 1, 2 , and Dumitrescu 6, 7 .´

Consider a homomorphism of two rings of characteristic p, RS and
F e eŽ e. e pŽ .denote by R the new R-algebra obtained via RR, where F r  r ,
for any r	 R, and e positive integer.
DEFINITION 2.1. For every e, we can define the following ring W e SR
Ž e. e Ž e. Ž e. e Ž .R  S and the homomorphism w : R  S S , w r s R SR R SR
Ž . p e e r s , for r	 R and s	 S. We will call W the eth RaduAndre ring´SR
and w e the eth RaduAndre homomorphism. When there is no danger of´SR
confusion, we will write shortly W e, or w e, and when e 1 simply W,
or w.
Ž .THEOREM 2.2 RaduAndre . A homomorphism of Noetherian rings´

Ž .RS is regular that is, flat with geometrically regular fibres if and only if
the RaduAndre homomorphism w is flat.´
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Another result that shows the importance of this concept is the follow-
ing:
Ž  .THEOREM 2.3 Dumitrescu 7 . A homomorphism of Noetherian rings

Ž .RS is reduced that is, flat with geometrically reduced fibres if and only if
 is flat, the RaduAndre homomorphism w is injectie, and its image,´
 p R S , is a pure R-submodule of S, if and only if the RaduAndre homomor-´
 p phism w is injectie and SR S is a flat R-module.
Remark 2.4. It is of interest to know under what conditions the
RaduAndre rings are Noetherian. This problem was studied extensively´
 in 8, 9, 25 for the first RaduAndre ring, and we refer the reader to these´
papers for a complete list of statements and proofs. Here we will just
 mention the following important theorem 8 .
Ž . ŽLet R, m, K be a local G-ring that is, all the formal fibres of the local rings
.of R are geometrically regular , S a Noetherian ring, and R S a ring
homomorphism such that mS is contained in the Jacobson radical of S. The
following assertions are equialent:
Ž .a W is a Noetherian ring;SR
Ž . Ž1.b K  S is a Noetherian ring;R
Ž .c the imperfection module of the field extension K Sn is finite
Ždimensional oer Sn, for each maximal ideal n of S. The imperfection
module of a field extension K L is the L-ector space  that fitsLK
naturally in the JacobiZariski sequence for P K L, 0   LK K K
.L   0, where P is the prime field.L LK
In fact, an induction argument shows easily that for a local K-algebra
Ž . Ž e.S, n, L the RaduAndre rings K  S are Noetherian for every posi-´ K
tive integer e, if the imperfection module of the field extension K L is
finite dimensional. This fact is well known to the experts. The point is that,
in the induction step, one can apply the theorem mentioned above for
Ž e. Ž e. 1 q 1 qŽ .K  K  S since the residue field extension is K  K LK
Ž q. Ž q.which is isomorphic to K K L , and K L  L.
The RaduAndre rings are Noetherian in many instances, such as the´
case when R is F-finite or when S is a finitely generated R-algebra, but we
would like to state our theorems in greater generality. In this respect, we
introduce a few definitions that will enable us to work with these rings
even in the cases when they are not Noetherian. The main idea behind
these definitions is that the RaduAndre rings have always a rich enough´
structure, close to that of Noetherian rings, and therefore, our definitions
will exploit this similarity.
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Let us notice that, for every fixed positive integer e, the RaduAndre´

Ž e. Ž e.ring R  S is a flat extension of R , because RS is. WhenR
Ž . Ž . Ž e. Ž .R, m, K and S, n, L are local, the closed fibre is K  SmS andK
it is a non-Noetherian ring in general. Also, when R is reduced R RŽ e.
is injective so, since S is R-flat, S RŽ e. S is injective, and the later isR
a purely inseparable extension of the former. If R is not reduced, denote
Ž . Ž .by N R the nilpotent radical of R. Then, since S is R-flat, SN R S
RŽ e. S is injective, and again the latter is a purely inseparable extensionR
of the former.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.5. Let R, m, K and S, n, L be local rings and e a
fixed positive integer. If x , . . . , x is a system of parameters for R and1 n
y , . . . , y in S such that their images in SmS form a system of parame-1 d
ters, then the sequence of elements x  1, . . . , x  1, 1 y , . . . , 1 y1 n 1 d
Ž e. Žwill be called a special system of parameters for R  S. Here, we regardR
Ž e. .x , . . . , x as elements in the left R-algebra R  R.1 n
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.6. Let A, m  B, m be an integral, local homo-A B
morphism of rings such that A is local and B quasilocal. The elements
x , . . . , x are called parameters in B if this sequence can be extended to1 k
Ž .x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , such that the radical ideal of x , . . . , x equals1 k k1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .m . Here, n dim A  dim B .B
Ž .Remark 2.7. 1 One can easily check that for an integral, local homo-
Ž . Ž .morphism A, m  B, m and x , . . . , x in B, the following asser-A B 1 k
Ž . Ž .tions are equivalent: a x , . . . , x are parameters in B; b x , . . . , x are1 k 1 k
  Ž . parameters in A x , . . . , x ; c for some Noetherian ring A with1 k
A A B and x , . . . , x 	 A, x , . . . , x are parameters in A.1 k 1 k
Ž .2 Let A B be a purely inseparable extension of rings of charac-
teristic p, such that A is local and B is quasi-local. It is easy to see that
the sequence of elements x , . . . , x is a system of parameters in B if1 n
there is a positive power q pe such that x q, . . . , x q is an s.o.p. in A.1 n
Ž . Ž .Here, n dim A  dim B .
Ž   Ž .DEFINITION 2.8 see also, 29, Definition 3.10 . 1 A homomorphism of

Žquasilocal rings RS is called parameter pure respectively, full parame-
. Žter pure if for every ideal I of R generated by parameters respectively,
.system of parameters we have IS R I. If R is local, then  is
parameter pure if and only if for every ideal I generated by a system of
Žparameters we have IS R I. Indeed, if x , . . . , x are parameters in1 k
R, one could choose x , . . . , x such that x , . . . , x form a full systemk1 n 1 n
Žof parameters in R. Then, for every positive integer h, one has x , . . . ,1
h h. Ž h h. Ž .x , x , . . . , x S R x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x . So, x , . . . , x k k1 n 1 k k1 n 1 k
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Ž . Ž h h. Žx , . . . , x S R x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x S R x , . . . , x ,1 k h 1 k k1 n h 1 k
h h. Ž . .x , . . . , x  x , . . . , x . Note that we tacitly assume throughout thisk1 n 1 k
definition that R admits systems of parameters, that is, R is a local,
integral extension of a local ring as in Definition 2.6.

Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a local homomorphism and e a
positive integer. Then the RaduAndre homomorphism w e : RŽ e. S´ SR R
W e  S Ž e. is called special parameter pure if for every ideal I ofSR
RŽ e. S generated by a special system of parameters we have IW e R SR
S Ž e. IW e .SR
Our next goal is to show that the RaduAndre homomorphisms are full´
parameter pure if and only if they are special parameter pure, when R and
S are local, CohenMacaulay.
Remember that we have seen that RŽ e. S is a purely inseparableR
Ž .extension of SN R S, and one can check that every special system of
parameters in RŽ e. S forms a system of parameters.R
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let R S be a homomorphism of rings and I an ideal
ŽŽ . .in R. If x , . . . , x is a regular sequence in R such that Rad x , . . . , x R 1 d 1 d
I R, then the following assertions are equialent:
Ž . Ž t t . Ž t t .i x , . . . , x S R x , . . . , x R, for eery positie integer t;1 d 1 d
Ž . dŽ . dŽ .ii H R H S is injectie.I I
tŽ ŽProof. Let us consider the local cohomology modules lim R x ,1
t t t. . Ž . .. . . , x R and lim Sx , . . . , x S , respectively. The maps in both directd 1 d
Ž .limit systems are given by multiplication by x x  x . To show i1 d
Ž .implies ii note that the map
R x t , . . . , x t R S x t , . . . , x t SŽ . Ž .1 d 1 d
is injective for every t. Therefore we have that
t t t tlim R x , . . . , x R  lim S x , . . . , x SŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 d 1 d
Ž t t .is also injective. But now since the family of ideals x , . . . , x R is cofinal1 d
Ž . Ž . Ž .with the powers of the ideal I, ii follows. To show ii implies i notice
t tŽ Ž . .that the maps in the direct system that gives lim R x , . . . , x R are1 d
Ž .injective this is because x , . . . , x form a regular sequence on R . Since1 d
the map of local cohomology modules
t t t tlim R x , . . . , x R  lim S x , . . . , x SŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 d 1 d
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is also injective it follows immediately that
R x t , . . . , x t R S x t , . . . , x t SŽ . Ž .1 d 1 d
is injective for every t.
Before going further, we would like to recall some results related to the
Koszul complex on an R-module associated to a sequence of elements of a
ring R. If R is such a ring, not necessarily Noetherian, M an R-module,
and y , . . . , y are elements in R such that they generate an ideal I with1 d
IMM, one can define the Koszul depth of y , . . . , y on M as the1 d
Žunique integer s such that the Koszul homology modules H y , . . . ,d
 i 1
. Ž .y ; M are zero for 0 i s
 1 and H y , . . . , y ; M  0. We de-d d
s 1 d
Ž .note the Koszul depth of y , . . . , y on M by K-depth y , . . . , y ; M . In1 d 1 d
Ž .general, if I is an ideal of R finitely generated or not with IMM we
define the Koszul depth of I on M as the supremum over all finite subsets
Ž .y , . . . , y 	 I of the integers K-depth y , . . . , y ; M ; we denote it by1 d 1 d
Ž .K-depth I; M . When the ideal I is finitely generated, we have that
Ž . Ž .K-depth I; M K-depth y , . . . , y ; M where y , . . . , y are generators1 d 1 d
for I. Let us list some of the properties of the Koszul depth that we will
Žneed later for proofs and a detailed discussion of the Koszul depth one
 .can refer to 3, 16 :
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let I and J be two ideals of R and M an R-module
such that IMM. Then:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If J I, K-depth J; M K-depth I; M .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If J IRad J , K-depth J; M K-depth I; M .
Ž . Ž .c If I is generated by n elements, then K-depth I; M  n.
Ž . Ž . Ž .d depth I, M K-depth I, M .
Ž . Ž .e If R S is a faithfully flat extension of rings then K-depth I, M
Ž .K-depth IS, S M .R
The following proposition shows the importance of the Koszul depth and
for that reason we state it separately from the above properties.
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let y , . . . , y be a sequence of elements in R such1 d
Ž . Ž .that I y , . . . , y is a proper ideal in R with K-depth I; R  n. Let1 d
 S  R t , 1 i n, 1 j d, and denote by S the localization of S ato i j o
the multiplicatie set of all polynomials whose coefficients generate the unit
ideal of R. Also, let yÝd t y , 1 i n. Then S is faithfully flat oer R,i j1 i j j
  Ž   .y , . . . , y is a regular sequence on S, and so depth y , . . . , y ; S K-1 n 1 n
Ž .  depth I; R  n. Moreoer, if n d, then y , . . . , y generate the ideal IS,1 d
Ž .since det t is inertible in S.i j
 Proof. For a proof see 3, 16 .
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Now, using Proposition 2.11, we can state the following result.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.12. Let A, m  B, m be a purely inseparable ex-A B
tension of rings of dimension d such that A is local, B is quasi-local, and
m Bm . Let C be a quasi-local ring and B C be a local homomor-A B
phism of rings. Assume also that B contains a regular sequence that is also a
d Ž . d Ž .system of parameters. If the map H B H C is injectie, then eerym mB B
ideal I of B generated by a system of parameters in B is contracted from C,
i.e., IC B I.
ŽProof. Since B contains a regular sequence of length d which is also a
. Ž .system of parameters , it follows that dK-depth m ; B . Note that theB
radical of the ideal generated by these elements equals m , since theyB
form a system of parameters in a purely inseparable extension of a local
Ž .ring. Therefore we have also that K-depth m ; B  d, and so K-B
Ž .depth m ; B  d. Now by the Proposition 2.11, for any ideal I of BB
generated by a system of parameters, we can find a faithfully flat extension
S of B such that the ideal IS is generated by a regular sequence on S of
length d. The map between the local cohomologies
H d S H d S CŽ . Ž .m S m S BB B
is injective, because we made a faithfully flat base change, therefore we
deduce that, according to Proposition 2.9,
I S C  S I S,Ž .t B t
where I is the ideal of B generated by the t th powers of the generators oft
I. Now because B S is faithfully flat, it follows that I C B I .t t

Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.13. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomorphism
of CohenMacaulay rings, and e a fixed positie integer. Then eery special
system of parameters in RŽ e. S is a regular sequence.R
Proof. RŽ e. RŽ e. S is a flat homomorphism, so x  1, . . . , x  1R 1 n
is a regular sequence on RŽ e. S, because x , . . . , x is a regular se-R 1 n
quence for RŽ e.. So, it is enough to show that 1 y , . . . , 1 y is a regular1 d
Ž Ž ..Ž e.sequence on B S, where B R x , . . . , x . Write B as directR 1 d
limit of module-finite, Artin algebras over the image of R. Denote by A
such a module-finite Artin algebra over the image of R. It suffices to show
that 1 y , . . . , 1 y is a regular sequence on A S. Now, A A S1 d R R
is a flat local homomorphism, and y , . . . , y is a regular sequence on its1 d
closed fibre. Therefore 1 y , . . . , 1 y is a regular sequence on A S,1 d R
and therefore on B S.R
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
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.14. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of CohenMacaulay rings, and e a fixed positie integer. Then the
RaduAndre homomorphism w e : RŽ e. SW e  S Ž e. is special pa-´ SR R SR
rameter pure if and only if I W e  S Ž e. I W e , for some ideal I oft SR t SR
RŽ e. SW e generated by a special system of parameters, where by I weR SR t
denote the ideal generated by the tth powers of the special system of parameters
that generates I.
Proof. According to Lemma 2.13 every special system of parameters on
RŽ e. S is a regular sequence. Now the conclusion follows from Proposi-R
tion 2.9.
The propositions proven above enable us to establish that, when R and
S are local, CohenMacaulay, the RaduAndre homomorphisms are full´
parameter pure if and only if they are special parameter pure.

Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.15. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of CohenMacaulay rings and e a positie integer. Then the
RaduAndre homomorphism w e is full parameter pure if and only if it is´ SR
special parameter pure.
Proof. Assume that the RaduAndre homomorphisms are special pa-´
Ž .rameter pure. We will apply Proposition 2.12. For that, take A SN R S
and B RŽ e. S. Since R and S are local and CohenMacaulay, thereR
exists a special system of parameters for RŽ e. S which is also a regularR
sequence. Take C S Ž e. and notice that, according to Proposition 2.12,
every ideal generated by a system of parameters in RŽ e. S is contractedR
from S Ž e.. Therefore the RaduAndre homomorphisms are full parameter´
pure and this concludes the proof.
Remark 2.16. When R and S are both local and CohenMacaulay, we
believe that every system of parameters in RŽ e. S is a regular sequence.R
This is the case when RŽ e. S is a Noetherian ring, but we were unableR
to show this in general. So, in order to obtain the equivalence between the
full parameter purity and special parameter purity of the RaduAndre´
Žhomomorphisms, we used the Koszul depth Proposition 2.11 was crucial
.here . Had we known that our claim was true, this equivalence could have
been proved directly.

Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.17. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of Noetherian rings of characteristic p such that:
Ž .i R is F-rational and CohenMacaulay;
Ž . 0 0ii there is c	 R  S which is a common parameter test element;
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Ž . eiii the RaduAndre homomorphism w is full parameter pure, for´
eery positie integer e.
Also suppose that S is CohenMacaulay and reduced. Then S is F-rational.
Proof. Let x , . . . , x be a system of parameters in R, generating the1 n
ideal I in R, and y , . . . , y 	 S, generating the ideal J in S, such that1 d
their images in SmS form also a system of parameters for the closed
fibre. Denote by H the ideal generated by x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y in S. We1 n 1 d
will show that HH. Take x	H , i.e., csq	H q , for every q pe.
e q Ž q q. Ž q q.For every q p , we have cx 	 x , . . . , x S y , . . . , y S. Notice1 n 1 d
that S is reduced. Therefore,
c1 q x	 IS1 q JS1 q .
But, since the RaduAndre rings are not necessarily Noetherian, one´
needs to define first the notion of a system of parameters for such rings.
But, since the RaduAndre rings are not necessarily Noetherian, one´
needs to define first the notion of a system of parameters for such rings.
S is a CohenMacaulay ring, so y , . . . , y form a regular sequence in S,1 d
hence the homomorphism
R SJS
c1 q 1 q 1 q is flat 4, 22 . R is F-rational, hence RI R IR is injective for
q 0.
That implies
c1 q 1 q 1 qRI SJS R IR  SJSR R
is injective.

1 q 1 q 1 qŽ . Ž . Ž .So, SI IS JS  R  S  IR  S R  JS , andR R R
1 q 1 q x  c  x c x 0,Ž .
where the last equality holds because w e is full parameter pure, for every
positive integer e. The map  is injective; therefore x 0, so x	 IS
JSH.
This result, together with the RaduAndre theorem, gives a short proof´
of Velez’s theorem:
Proof of Theorem 0.4. First of all, let us notice that since R and S are
excellent and  is regular, there exists a common test element, c, for both
Ž  .rings see, for example, 18, Theorem 6.21 . Also,  is regular, R is
CohenMacaulay, so S is CohenMacaulay.
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Now, Theorem 2.2 gives that the RaduAndre homomorphism w is flat,´
in particular full parameter pure, hence all the conditions of Theorem 2.17
are fulfilled.
The use of Theorem 2.17 is shown by the following corollary which
provides a class of examples that is not accessible using Velez’s result.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.18. Suppose R, m, K is an F-rational, excellent K-alge-
Ž .bra such that K is a perfect field of prime characteristic p, and T , n, L is an
Ž .F-pure K-algebra essentially of finite type. If R T where Nm TK N
R n, has a parameter test element in R, then it is F-rational.
Proof. First, let us denote by S the ring R T. For every q pe,K
where e is a positive integer, we have
S1 q R1 q 1 q T 1 q R1 q T 1 qK K
since K is a perfect field.
We can write the eth RaduAndre ring as´
W e R1 q S R1 q R T R1 q T .R R K K
Because R1 q T R1 q T 1 q and T is F-pure, that is, T T 1 qK K
splits for every q, it follows that
w ee 1 q 1 q 1 qW  R  TR  TK K
splits over W e. Therefore, R1 q S S1 q splits. By tensoring bothK
sides over S with S , one can see that resulting mapN
1q1 qR  S  SŽ .K N N
splits, and therefore is parameter pure.
Now, Theorem 2.17 can be applied to the homomorphism R S .N
The assumption that S is CohenMacaulay and reduced is not restric-
tive. In fact in most applications the closed fibre will have these properties
and they will be transferred to S by standard results on flat base change.
As we have seen, in this part of our study we replaced the traditional
condition of F-rationality of the fibres with a condition on the RaduAndre´
homomorphisms.
What remains to be investigated now is how the F-rationality of the
Ž .homomorphism  i.e., flat with geometrically F-rational fibres is related
to the parameter purity of the RaduAndre homomorphisms. As the´
previous work of Radu, Andre, and Dumitrescu shows, it is reasonable to´
hope that parameter purity of w would follow from the F-rationality of the
initial homomorphism . In fact, a stronger result holds.
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
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.19. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of Noetherian rings of characteristic p such that R and S are
CohenMacaulay. Fix a positie integer e. If K Ž e. SmS is F-injectie,K
then the RaduAndre homomorphism w e is full parameter pure, where´
q pe. Moreoer, if the RaduAndre ring W e RŽ e. S is Noetherian,´ R
then w e is parameter pure.
Proof. Let M be a module over a ring A of characteristic p 0. By
M Ž e., or simply M Ž e. when there is no danger of confusion, we denote anA
Ž . Ž e.A, A -bimodule where M equals M as a left A module, and the right
multiplication is defined as follows: ma aqm, for every a in A, and m
in M.
Let x , . . . , x be an s.o.p. in R and y , . . . , y in S such that their1 n 1 d
images in SmS form an s.o.p. Hence, x  1, . . . , x  1, 1 y , . . . , 11 n 1
y form an s.o.p. in RŽ e. S.d R
If we show that w e is full parameter pure, then the last assertion follows
since for Noetherian rings parameter purity is equivalent to full parameter
w ee Ž e. Ž e.Ž .purity see Definition 2.8 . To show that W  R  SS is fullR
parameter pure it is enough to show that it is special parameter pure; see
w eŽ e. Že. Ž e.Corollary 2.15. The special parameter purity of W  R  SSR
will follow if we show that
W e S Ž e.
n e n e Ž e.Ý x  1 W Ý w x  1 SŽ . Ž .i1 i i1 i
is special parameter pure for all choices of systems of parameters x , . . . , x1 n
Ž t t .in R this includes their t th powers, x , . . . , x . But,1 n
W e RŽ e. S RŽ e.R   S,Rn e n Ž e.n Ž e.Ý x  1 W Ý x RÝ x R  SŽ . Ž .i1 i i1 ii1 i R
since R S is flat. Moreover,
Ž .eŽ e.R R
 S  SR Rnn Ž e. ž /Ý x RÝ x R i1 ii1 i
Ž .eR S
n  .RÝ x Rn ni1 iž /Ý x R Ý x Si1 i i1 i
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n eŽ . Ž e. n Ž e.On the other hand, Ý w x  1 S Ý x S , andi1 i i1 i
Ž .eŽ e.S S
 nn Ž e. ž /Ý x SÝ x S i1 ii1 i
Ž . Ž .as S, S bimodules. Therefore, we can assume dim R  0.
Notice that since the images of y , . . . , y in SmS form an s.o.p., their1 d
qth powers, the images of y q, . . . , y q, form an s.o.p. in SmS.1 d
The full parameter purity of the RaduAndre homomorphism is equiva-´
lent to
d d
e Ž e. Ž e. Ž e.w 1 y S  R  S  1 y R  SŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj R j Rž /j1 j1
which is equivalent to
n d
q Ž e. Ž e. Že.y S  R  S R  y S .Ý Ýj R R jž /j1 j1
We will show that the map
RŽ e. S S Ž e.R Ž e. d d q Ž e.R  Ý y S Ý y SŽ . Ž .R j1 j j1 j
Ž d .is injective. Since R S Ý y S is flat, we need to show thatj1 j
S S SŽ e.R    RR Rd q d qd ž / ž /Ý y S Ý y SÝ y SŽ . j1 j j1 jj1 j
is injective. Since S Ž e. S as left S-algebras, we have already dropped the
Ž e. Ž .notation on the right hand side, but should keep in mind that  r s
 rsq. In fact, we will show more.ˆ
If M is an R-module of finite length, then our claim is that the map
wS SMŽ e.M  MR R d qd ž /Ý y SÝ y SŽ . j1 jj1 j
is injective, where w is defined asM
qw m s m s .Ž . ˆM
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It can be easily seen that this map is well-defined and R-linear. In fact, wM
Ž Ž d .. Ž d q .is a R, S Ý y S bimodule homomorphism where M SÝ y Sj1 j R j1 j
Ž d . Ž .is an S Ý y S module on the right viaj1 j
S SF ,
d d qÝ y S Ý y SŽ . Ž .j1 j j1 j
qŽ .where F s  s . This claim will complete the proof by taking M R.ˆ
We prove the claim by induction on the length of M. First, assume that
Ž .l M  1; therefore M is isomorphic to the residue field K of R. Let us
denote the closed fibre SmS by T. We have the homomorphisms
w e uTK Ž .eŽ e. Ž e. Ž e.K  T T  K  T ,Ž .K K
where w e is the RaduAndre homomorphism associated to the embed-´TK
˜Ž .ding of K in the closed fibre T , and u s  1 s, where by we denote˜ ˜
the class of an element in T.
e q qŽ . Ž .Note that uw r s  r  s  F r s where, as usual, F de-˜ ˜ ˜TK
notes the Frobenius homomorphism. K Ž e. T is F-injective, therefore FK
is parameter pure. Let us consider 1 y , . . . , 1 y an s.o.p. in K Ž e. T ,˜ ˜1 d K
and take their images via w e in T Ž e.. F is parameter pure, so inTK
particular the following map has to be injective
K Ž e. T T Ž e.K d Ž e. d q Ž e.Ý 1 y K  T Ý y T˜Ž . ˜j1 j K j1 j
and that is equivalent to the injectivity of
d d
Ž e. qK  S y mS S y mS .Ý ÝK j jž / ž /ž / ž /ž /j1 j1
But we have the two natural isomorphisms
d d
Ž e. Že.K  S y mS  K  S y SÝ ÝK j R jž /ž / ž /ž /j1 j1
and
d d
q qS y mS  K S y SÝ Ýj R jž / ž /ž /j1 j1
Ž .which conclude the case l M  1.
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Ž .Now let M be a R-module of finite length, l M  k, and assume that
our claim is true for all R-modules of length strictly less than k. Given M,
we can find two R-modules M and M of length less than k, such that1 2
there exists a short exact sequence
0M MM  0.1 2
Ž .We have the following commutative diagram of R-modules
S S S
Ž e. Ž e. Ž e.   M  M  M  00 1 R R 2 Rd d dÝ y S Ý y S Ý y Sj1 j j1 j j1 j
  
w w wM M M21
S S S   
M 0 M M  01 R R 2 Rd q d q d qÝ y S Ý y S Ý y Sj1 j j1 j j1 j
From the hypothesis induction, the first and the last vertical arrows are
injective maps. Therefore, by applying the Snake Lemma we get that the
middle map is also an injection and the proof of our claim is now
completed.
As we pointed out earlier, taking M R concludes the proof of the
theorem.
Remark 2.20. It is worth noting that, although the definition of F-injec-
tive rings is stated for Noetherian rings, our proof uses only the fact that
ideals generated by systems of parameters are Frobenius closed. There-
fore, one could extend the definition of F-injective rings in a suitable
manner and state the above theorem in even greater generality.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.21. Let A , m be a direct limit system of local Noethe- 
rian rings of characteristic p. Suppose also that the system maps are flat, local,
and that each A is F-injectie. Then A lim A is F-injectie, if it is 
Ž .Noetherian which is automatic if m m A for   .  
ŽProof. It is well known that A is quasi-local in proving this, one does
.not need the F-injectivity property . Now, let us assume it is also Noethe-
rian. Let x , . . . , x be an s.o.p. for A generating the ideal I, and x	 I F.1 d
Then there exist a , i 1, . . . , d in A, and q pe such thati
d
q qx  a x .Ý i i
i1
Since A lim A , we can find  such that the above relation lives in
A . Therefore, x belongs to the ideal generated by x , . . . , x in A which 1 d 
maps to I in A.
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The fact that A is a Noetherian whenever m m A for   is a  
Ž  .well known result see 5, Lemma 5.2; 23 .

Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.22. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of Noetherian rings of characteristic p such that the closed fibre SmS
Ž e. Ž .is geometrically F-injectie. Then, for eery positie integer e, K  SmSK
Žis F-injectie, if it is a Noetherian ring which is the case if , for example,
.K L is a separable extension .
Proof. Identify K Ž e. K 1 q as K-algebras and write K 1 q as a direct
limit of finite extensions of K. By tensoring with SmS, the proof follows
from the preceding proposition.
Ž e. Ž .Remark 2.23. In the view of Remark 2.4 the ring K  SmS isK
Noetherian for all e 0 if and only if the imperfection module of the field
extension K L is finite dimensional over L.
Now let us state the main result of this paper.

Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.24. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of Noetherian rings of characteristic p such that:
Ž .i R is F-rational, CohenMacaulay;
Ž . 0 0ii there is c	 R  S which is a common parameter test element;
Ž . Ž e.iii the closed fibre of  is geometrically F-injectie, and K K
Ž .SmS is Noetherian for eery e.
Also, suppose that S is reduced and CohenMacaulay. Then S is F-rational.
Proof. The proof follows easily from the results proven above. Indeed,
Corollary 2.22 and Theorem 2.19 imply that the RaduAndre homomor-´
phism w e is full parameter pure for every positive integer e. Now the
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.17.
Remark 2.25. The second condition of the hypothesis is strongly re-
lated to F-rationality of the generic fibre of . Indeed, if S is complete,
the F-rationality of the generic fibre implies that the parameter test ideal
0 Žof S intersects R by the localization property of the parameter test ideal
proven by K. E. Smith in the case of a complete CohenMacaulay ring
 .27 . Using this remark, we can state our theorem in a form that may be
particularly helpful in applications.

LEMMA 2.26. Let RS be a local, flat homomorphism of excellent rings
such that R is a domain and the generic fibre of 	 is F-rational. Then there
exists a common parameter test element for R and S.
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ˆProof. The homomorphism S S has regular formal fibres; therefore
the same is true for

1 
1o o ˆR  S R  S.Ž . Ž .R R
o 
1 ˆ ˆŽ .By Velez’s theorem it follows that R  S is F-rational. But S isR
complete, and by the above remark we have a common parameter test
ˆelement for R and S, therefore a common parameter test element for R
and S.

Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.27. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of excellent Noetherian rings of characteristic p such that the generic
fibre is F-rational, and the closed fibre is geometrically F-injectie and
Ž e. Ž .K  SmS is Noetherian, for eery e. If R is F-rational, and S isK
reduced and CohenMacaulay, then S is F-rational.
Proof. The condition regarding the common parameter test element
for R and S is fulfilled by the previous lemma.
We will end this section by giving some applications of our results.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.28. Let R, m, K be a CohenMacaulay, local ring such
that there exists c	 R, a parameter test element with the property that RcR is
F-injectie. Then R is F-rational.
Proof. Since RcR is F-injective, it follows that R is F-injective. Then
ˆ Ž .R is F-injective, hence reduced, and CohenMacaulay since R is . Fix a
ˆcopy of a perfect field k in R and consider the natural homomorphism
ˆ ˆ ˆ k c  R. This map is flat and the closed fibre is RcR which is
ˆ ˆF-injective. Since k is perfect it follows that RcR is in fact geometrically
 F-injective. Moreover, c is a common parameter test element for k c ,
ˆ ˆand R. By the main theorem, it follows that R is F-rational, and hence so
is R.
 Remark 2.29. This result first appeared in 13 , Proposition 2.13.

Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.30. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism of excellent local rings such that R is F-rational, SmS is geometrically
F-injectie, and S is CohenMacaulay with an isolated singularity. Then S
is F-rational.
Proof. First, note that S is reduced. Since S is excellent with an
Ž .isolated singularity, it follows that the parameter test ideal of S, 
 S isp ar
n-primary. Therefore any element of m has a sufficiently high power in
Ž .
 S . In conclusion, R and S have a common parameter test element,p ar
and hence S is F-rational by our main theorem.
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EXAMPLE 2.31. There is a large class of examples where the above
corollary applies. Let K be a perfect field of characteristic p, where p 1
Ž .mod 3 . Consider the homomorphism
   K x , x , x K x , x , x , y , y , y1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
R   S.2 3 5 2 3 5 3 3 3x  x  x x  x  x , g y  y  yŽ . Ž .1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž .    Consider g	 x , x , x K x s, y s such that it involves no power of y1 2 3 i
higher than 2 for some i. This condition implies that our map is flat. The
domain is F-rational, and the closed fibre is F-injective. Now, take g x1102
 x y2000 x y4, and let h g y3 y3 y3 x110 x 2000 x y42 2 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 3 3
y3 y3 y3. Then, it can be shown that S has an isolated singularity at1 2 3
the origin. Indeed, the ideal generated by x 2 x 3 x 5 and h in1 2 3
   K x s, y s has pure height 2, and an easy application of the Jacobian
criterion will show that S has an isolated singularity at the origin. In these
  Ž 2conditions, the above corollary implies that K x , x , x , y , y , y  x1 2 3 1 2 3 1
3 5 . x  x , h is F-rational.2 3
3. FURTHER REMARKS
In this section, we will give some results for the case when the fibres are
Ž .not geometrically F-rational or geometrically F-injective , but F-rational.
Our approach depends on socle investigations, and therefore various
Gorensteiness assumptions are imposed.

Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homo-
morphism of CohenMacaulay rings of characteristic p such that R is F-ra-
tional, the closed fibre SmS is F-rational, and there is c	 SmS that is a
Ž . Ž .parameter test element for S. If a R is Gorenstein, or b K L and SmS
is Gorenstein, then S is F-rational.
Proof. Let us write x for x , . . . , x an s.o.p. for R, and y for y , . . . , y1 n 1 d
an s.o.p. for SmS. Therefore, x, y is a s.o.p. for S. We want to show that
Ž . Ž .x, y  x, y .
Ž Ž .. Ž .If not, there is 0 z	 Soc S x, y , with z	 x, y . Take u , . . . , u1 r
Ž .in R such that their images in RxR generate Soc RxR and suppose as
Ž .in b that K L and SmS is Gorenstein. Therefore there exists  	 S
Ž Ž ..such that its image generates Soc S mS, yS . So, z can be expressed
Žover L as a u   a u  , with a 	 S, for i 1, . . . , r. For simplicity,1 1 r r i
.we did not introduce new symbols for the images of the u’s and  . Since
K L we can assume that a 	 R, for i 1, . . . , r.i
q Ž q q.Now, c is a parameter test element for S, so we have cz 	 x , y , for
any q pe.
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Ž .Denote u a u  a u 	 Soc RxR , and, with this notation, we1 1 r r
have that z u and
c q	 x q , y q : uq .Ž . S
Since  is a flat morphism, and y is a regular sequence in S, we can see
that the following relation holds
x q , y q : uq x q : uq S y qSŽ .Ž . S R
Ž q .use that R Sy S is still a flat homomorphism. So,
c q	 x q : uq S y qS.Ž .R
Reduce the relation mod mS and obtain that c q	 y qS mod mS. This
Ž . Ž . Ž .says that  mod mS 	 y , . . . , y , where y means y mod mS . SmS1 d i i
Ž .is an F-rational ring, hence y , . . . , y is a tightly closed ideal. This shows1 d
Ž .that  	mS y , . . . , y , which gives the contradiction.1 d
Ž .For the case a , we can use a similar argument. Denote the generators
Ž Ž .. Ž .of Soc S mS, y by  , . . . ,  , and the generator of Soc RxR by u.1 s
Write z u , where  is now a linear combination of  , j 1, . . . , s, andj
the proof goes along the same lines as above.
Remark 3.2. In the proposition stated above one could weaken the
Žhypothesis that S is CohenMacaulay which also implies that R is
.CohenMacaulay . In the proof of the proposition we use only that SmS
is CohenMacaulay, and that if an ideal of S generated by a full system of
parameters is tightly closed, then S is F-rational. If the closed fibre is
F-rational, equidimensional, and a homomorphic image of a Cohen
Macaulay ring, then it is CohenMacaulay. Also, S is F-rational if it is
equidimensional, a homomorphic image of a CohenMacaulay ring and an
ideal generated by one s.o.p. is tightly closed.
Evidently, when the fibre is Gorenstein, we are forced to impose a
strong condition on the residue fields. To understand this case better it is
natural to assume first that mS n. With Theorem 0.5 in mind, we are led
to study the case when R S is a flat extension of rings for which there
exists q pe such that Sq R.

Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism such that R is F-rational excellent, and there is q pe such that
q Ž .S  R and mS n. Denote by  the following condition:
Ž . There is system of parameters x , . . . , x for R and there exist1 n
Ž .u , . . . , u 	 R whose images in RIR form a basis of Soc RIR oer K1 r
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such that for eery j 1, . . . , r the ideals I  IÝ u R are Frobeniusj i j i
Ž .closed, where I x , . . . , x R.1 n
Ž .If  holds, then S is F-rational.
Proof. First note that R is CohenMacaulay and, since the closed fibre
is a field, it follows that S is CohenMacaulay too. Since x , . . . , x is a1 n
system of parameters for R, their images in S also form a system of
parameters for S.
Ž . Ž .We want to show IS  IS. Assume that there is 0 x	 Soc SIS ,
Ž .such that x	 IS .
Now, the socle of SIS is generated by the images of u , . . . , u , say1 r
u , . . . , u , over L Sn. Here, we use that mS n, since this implies1 r
that the socle of the closed fibre SmS is generated by 1 over L.
So, x  u   u , where  	 S, for i 1, . . . , r. Taking qth1 1 r r i
q q q q q q  Ž q .powers, we see that x   u   u , mod I . Note that S  R.1 1 r r
Denote q k , for every i 1, . . . , r, and note that there is some l fori i
which k is invertible in R, since otherwise all  can be chosen 0. Wel i
have a purely inseparable extension of rings, so as is pointed out in 18, p.
24 , the tight closure tests over S can always be performed with test
elements in R. Hence, there is c	 R0 such that
    q q ecx 	 IS , q  p  0.Ž .
Taking qth powers, we obtain
   q qq q cx 	 I .Ž . Ž .
q Ž q . q  q qBut this means that x 	 I  I , and, hence k u  k u 	1 1 r r
I q . We know there is some k invertible in R, sol
 qq q  qu 	 I  u R I .Ž .Ýl i l
il
Ž Ž ..But I is a Frobenius closed ideal according to  , so u 	 I . This isl l l
now a contradiction, since we chose u , . . . , u to form a basis for1 r
Ž .Soc RIR .
Ž .While it is obvious that condition  holds for F-pure rings, we can say
more:

Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. Let R, m, K  S, n, L be a flat local homomor-
phism such that R is F-rational, excellent, mS n, and there is q pe such
that Sq R. If there is t	m such that RtR is F-pure, then S is F-rational.
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Ž .Proof. If t 0, the proof is clear, since condition  holds for F-pure
rings. If t 0, then since R is F-rational, hence a domain, t can be
extended to a system of parameters. Then every ideal containing t will be
Frobenius closed, since RtR is F-pure. In particular, this holds for our
Ž .ideals I , j 1, . . . , r and  holds.j
Question 3.5. What is the class of local F-rational, excellent rings,
Ž .R, m, K , for which we can always find a non-unit t in R such that RtR
is F-pure?
We should remark that the class of F-rational rings for which such a t
 exists includes some non-trivial examples, such as the ones from 19, 30 .
  Ž 8 4Ž .EXAMPLE 3.6. Consider the ring R K t, u,  , w  t 
 u , t  
 w
Ž . 4 .
w, u  
 w 
 t w , where K is a field of prime characteristic p. This
 ring is F-rational, but not F-pure; see 19, 30 . It can be easily shown that if
we mod out R by t we get an F-pure ring.
Ž .While we believe there are examples of local, excellent rings R, m, K
which do not belong to the above mentioned class, we were not able to
exhibit one. We should remark that for the graded version of this problem
Ž .that is, R graded and t homogeneous element , it is easier to construct
such examples, mainly because one could use the a-invariant of a graded
ring to obtain information about its F-rationality or F-purity.
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.7 pointed out by Anurag K. Singh . Consider the following
  Ž 2 3 5.Noetherian ring T K x, y, z  x  y  z , where K is a field of
 characteristic 5. It can be shown, see 26 , that the seventh Veronese
subring R T Ž7. is F-rational, not F-pure and has the a-invariant equal to

7. If RtR is F-pure for some t homogeneous, non-unit, in R, then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a RtR  0. But a RtR  a R  deg t and a degree argument shows
Ž .that a RtR can never be  0.
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